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ingdom
Power Spectra of the Cosmic Microwave Background and Density Fluctuations Seeded
by Local Cosmic Strings

Carlo Contaldi,1 Mark Hindmarsh,2 and João Magueijo1
1Theoretical Physics, The Blackett Laboratory, Imperial College, Prince Consort Road, London, SW7 2BZ, United K

2Centre for Theoretical Physics, University of Sussex, Brighton BN1 9QJ, United Kingdom
(Received 19 August 1998)

We compute the power spectra in the cosmic microwave background and cold dark matter (CDM)
fluctuations seeded by strings, using the largest string simulations performed so far. We find that local
strings differ from global defects in that the scalar components of the stress-energy tensor dominate over
vector and tensor components. This result has far reaching consequences. We find that cosmic strings
exhibit a single Doppler peak of acceptable height at high,. They also seem to have a less severe bias
problem than global defects, although the CDM power spectrum in the “standard” cosmology is the
wrong shape to fit large scale structure data. [S0031-9007(98)08249-0]

PACS numbers: 98.80.Cq, 98.65.Dx, 98.70.Vc
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Recent times have witnessed unprecedented progres
mapping the cosmic microwave background (CMB) tem
perature anisotropy and the large scale structure (LSS)
the Universe. Predicting these observables in topolo
cal defect scenarios [1] has become a major challen
In these theories, as the Universe cools down, high te
perature symmetries are spontaneously broken. Remna
of the unbroken phase, called topological defects, m
survive the transition, and later seed fluctuations in th
CMB and LSS. The defect evolution is highly nonlinear
thereby complicating computations. Last year saw a nu
ber of computational breakthroughs in defect theorie
partly related to improvements in computer technolog
Most strikingly, the method described in [2] showed how
one could glean from defect simulations all the informatio
required to compute accurately CMB and LSS power spe
tra. This method was applied to theories based on glob
symmetries. Work on cosmic strings associated wi
gauged (or local) symmetries appeared at about the sa
time [3,4], but making use of rather different methods.

In this Letter we report on a calculation of the loca
cosmic string power spectrum, using the method of [
applied directly to local string simulations. In this metho
the simulations are used uniquely for evaluating the tw
point functions (known as unequal time correlators, o
UETCs) of the defects’ stress-energy tensor. UETC
are all that are required for computing CMB and LS
power spectra. Furthermore, they are constrained
requirements of self-similarity (or scaling) and causality
which enable us to radically extend the dynamical rang
of simulations, a fact central to the success of the metho

We believe that our work has significant advantages ov
[3,4]. In [3] string simulations are used directly as source
for the cosmological perturbations. As the authors poi
out, this means that one is severely limited in dynam
range by the string simulation itself. The UETC metho
allows us to cover the full dynamic range required fo
CMB and LSS computations. In [4] one made use o
an analytical model for strings, first proposed by one
0031-9007y99y82(4)y679(4)$15.00
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the authors in [5]. Although the model has been show
to approximate some of the UETCs quite well [4,5], ou
direct use of string simulations is clearly an improvemen
We show elsewhere [6] how the model misses some k
features found in simulations.

Local strings have an extra complication over global d
fects, which stems from the fact that we are unable to sim
late the underlying field theory. Instead, we approxima
the true dynamics with linelike relativistic strings. This i
thought to be reasonable for the large scale properties
the stress-energy tensor, but we do not have a good un
standing of how the string network loses energy in order
maintain scaling. In any case, one must conserve the
tal energy momentum tensor, and so one is forced to m
assumptions about which cosmological fluids pick up th
deficit. It is often assumed that all the strings’ energy a
momentum is radiated into gravitational waves, appro
mated by a relativistic fluid. This is by no means certai
and it may well be that the energy and momentum is tra
ferred to particles [7], and hence to the baryon, photon, a
CDM components.

We explore these possibilities in this paper, and one
the main results is that the matter power spectrum is v
sensitive to the assumptions made about string decay.
particular, it is possible to reduce the bias at100h21 Mpc
scale to 1.6, which runs against the current orthodox
that defects necessarily have a large bias at this sc
The shape of the CDM power spectrum is still glaring
different from the data [8]. Regardless of assumptio
made on string decay products, we see a fairly distinct
peak in the CMB power spectrum, differing from [3,4
and from global defect theories, albeit with no seconda
oscillations as expected.

We proceed to describe in detail our calculation. Th
unequal time correlators are defined asCmn,absk, t, t0d ;
kQmnsk, tdQ?

absk, t0dl whereQmn is the stress energy ten
sor,k is the wave vector, andt andt0 are any two (con-
formal) times. The UETCs determine all other two-poin
functions, most notably CMB and LSS power spectraC,
© 1999 The American Physical Society 679
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andPskd. Realistic UETCs have to be measured from d
fect simulations, although analytical modeling [4,5] give
insights into the observed forms.

We performed flat space cosmic string simulations usin
the algorithm described in [9]. We used a previously d
veloped code [10] implementing this algorithm. Flat spac
codes achieve great efficiency and accuracy by negle
ing the effect of Hubble damping on the network, and b
restricting the strings to lie on a cubic lattice. They ar
thought to give a good quantitative picture of a real strin
network on large scales, although the overall string dens
is probably too high (an effect which will only affect the
normalizationGm). Another weakness is that we canno
model the reduction in the string density at the radiatio
matter transition. However, this is only a 25% effect in th
comovingenergy density (although it seems larger whe
quoted as physical density [1]), and from linearity we ma
expect an effect of the same order of magnitude in CM
and LSS. Should the effect be larger, some of our resu
may need revision.

We performed simulations in1283, 2563, 4503, and6003

boxes, with a cutoff on the loop size of four links. To
evaluate the UETCs from the simulations we selected tim
in the range0.1N , t , Ny4, whereN is the box size.
In this range the UETC themselves tell us that we ha
lost memory of the initial conditions. Also the equal time
correlators may be used to check that indeed we ha
scaling (as documented in [5,11]). Boundary effects,
this time range, are excluded by causality. For each
these times we compute and fast Fourier transform t
string stress-energy tensorQmn . We then decompose the
Qmnsk, td modes into scalar, vector, and tensor (SVT
components (e.g., [12]). In [6] we show that there ar
only 14 independent UETCs. We compute them by cros
correlating a target time in the middle of our time rang
with all other times, and averaging over several runs.

Scaling and causality impose powerful constrain
on the correlators [13], and can be used to extend t
dynamical range of the simulations. Scaling implies th
Cmn,absk, t, t0d  cmn,abskt, kt0dy

p
tt0. The scaling

functionscmn,abskt, kt0d can be found from simulations,
although they are noisy in thekt, kt0 ø 0 region. Causal-
ity may be used to reduce the noise, as it implies that t
real space correlators of the fluctuating part ofQmn must
be strictly zero forr . t 1 t0. Real space correlators
Csr , t, t0d may then be truncated atr . t 1 t0, and
inverted intoCsk, t, t0d. This procedure completes our
knowledge of the functionscmn,ab at kt ø 0.

We will report details in [6], but a striking feature of our
results is the dominance ofQ00 over all other components.
The string anisotropic stresses are in the predicted [1
ratios jQSj2:jQV j2:jQT j2 of 3:2:4, askt ! 0. However
jQ00j

2 ¿ jQSj2, and so scalars dominate over vectors an
tensors. Also the energy density power spectrum ris
from a white noise tail atkt ø 0 into a peak atkt ø 20,
after which it falls off. Subhorizon modes are therefore o
great importance.
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The UETCscmn,abskt, kt0d may be diagonalized as

cmn,abskt, kt0d 
X

i

lsidysid
mnsktdysid

abskt0d , (1)

wherelsid are eigenvalues [1]. In general, defects are i
coherent [15], which means that this matrix does not fa
torize into the product of two vectorsymnsktdyabskt0d.
Standard codes solving for CMB and LSS power spe
tra assume coherence. However, we see that an in
herent source may be represented as an incoherent
of coherent sources. We may therefore feed each eig
mode into standard codes to find theC

sid
, and Psidskd

associated with each mode. The series
P

lsidC
sid
, andP

lsidPsidskd provide convergent approximations to th
power spectra.

The response of radiation, neutrinos, CDM, and baryo
to coherent sources may be computed with a Boltzma
code (see [16] for formalism). A popular and fast imple
mentation isCMBFAST [17], which is accurate to about 1%
Sudden recombination approximation [18] codes are ev
faster, but only achieve about5% accuracy. We experi-
mented with an implementation of the sudden recombin
tion approximation, a full Boltzmann code, andCMBFAST.
We found that for all active perturbations tested our sudd
recombination code never differs from the full Boltzman
code by more than10% in C, and5% in Pskd. We have
also reproduced the results in [2] with this code. Sin
the uncertainties in the string UETCs lead to much larg
errors, we felt that a sudden recombination approximati
was good enough.

A significant difference between current codes fo
simulating local cosmic strings and global defects is th
former’s lack of energy and momentum conservatio
Long strings lose energy and momentum to small loo
which are excised from the simulation. These can also
thought of as representing the decay of the long strin
into gravitational radiation or high energy particles
This feature introduces two novelties in the calculatio
First, one cannot measure a reduced number of def
correlators (typically three scalars, one vector, one tens
and determine the others by energy conservation (as
[2]). Instead, we must compute all 14 correlators, an
from them infer the long string violations of energy an
momentum conservation.

Second, we must model the real physics of the dec
products of the long strings. To this end one can introdu
an extra fluid, specified by two scalar equations of sta
(e.g.,pX  wXQ

X
00 andPSX  0), and a vector equation

of state (PVX  0). For gravitational radiationwX 
1y3, while a fluid of loops haswl ø y2y3, with y the rms
center of mass velocity. We explore the range0 , wX ,

1y3, although wX  0 is probably unphysical, as it is
difficult to envisage that all the energy of the strings cou
end up as the mass energy of nonrelativistic particle
As extensively explained in [19], these equations of sta
uniquely specify the dynamics of the extra fluid, and th
energy transfer process on all scales.
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Another possibility is that strings decay into very hig
energy particles [7,11], which must scatter and eventua
thermalize with the background fluids. This process enta
transfer of energy and momentum to radiation, baryon
and CDM. In such scenarios, in addition to being activ
perturbations, strings would also seed entropy fluctuatio
[20]. We parametrize such process by a single parame
on all scales, the percentage of energy coming out of
network permitted to go into these various channels.

String decay products are clearly the most uncerta
aspect of cosmic string theory. By measuring the full 1
UETCs associated with long strings, we assume nothi
about decay products when extracting information fro
simulations (unlike [4] where long strings and deca
products are modeled together). The simulations will th
also place constraints upon the decay products.

In Fig. 1 we plot f,s, 1 1dC,y2pg1y2, setting the
Hubble constant toH0  50 km sec21 Mpc21, the baryon
fraction toVb  0.05, and assuming a flat geometry, n
cosmological constant, three massless neutrinos, stand
recombination, and cold dark matter. We superimpo
also current experimental points. The most interesti
feature is the presence of a reasonably high Doppler pe
at ,  400 600, following a pronouncedly tilted large
angle plateau (cf. [21]). This feature sets local string
apart from global defects. It puts them in better shape
face the current data.

The CMB power spectrum is relatively insensitive t
the equation of state of the extra fluid. We have plotte
results forwX  1y3, 0.1, 0.01. Dumping some energy

1 10 100 1000
0

20

40

60

80

100

FIG. 1. The CMB power spectra predicted by cosm
strings decaying into loop and radiation fluids withwX 
1y3, 0.1, 0.01, 0. We have plottedf,s, 1 1dC,y2pg1y2 in mK,
and superposed several experimental points. The higher cu
corresponding towX  1y3 shows what happens if 5% of the
energy goes into the radiation fluid.
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into CDM has negligible effect. Small dumps into baryo
and radiation fluids, on the contrary, boost the Dopp
peak very strongly. We plotted the effect of dumping 5
of the energy into the radiation fluid.

The LSS power spectra on the other hand is strongly
pendent onwX . In Fig. 2 we plotted the CDM power spec
trumPskd together with experimental points as in [8]. Th
normalization has been fixed by COBE data points. W
see that the peak of the spectrum is always at smaller sc
than standard CDM predictions, or observations. Ho
ever, the overall normalization of the spectrum increas
considerably aswX decreases.

The CDM rms fluctuation in8h21 Mpc spheres iss8 
0.4, 0.6, 1.8 for wX  1y3, 0.1, 0.01. Hence, relativistic
decay products match well the observeds8 ø 0.5. On
the other hand in100h21 Mpc spheres one requires bia
b100  s

data
100 ys100  4.9, 3.7, 1.6 to match observations.

Energy dumps into radiation have no effect on the CD
power spectrum. However, if there is energy transfer in
CDM or baryons, even withwX  1y3, the CDM power
spectrum is highly enhanced. This is due to the additi
of small scale entropy fluctuations to the usual fluctuatio
gravitationally induced by the stings. We plot the result
a 5% transfer into CDM and a 20% transfer into baryo
(with wX  1y3) for which b100  2.0, 1.5.

Hence in our calculations local strings have a bias pro
lem at100h21 Mpc, although its magnitude is not as grea
as found in [4]. It depends sensitively on the decay pro
ucts, being reduced if the strings have a channel into n
relativistic particles, or if there is some energy transfer in

FIG. 2. The power spectrum in CDM fluctuations for cosm
strings, withwX  0.01, 0.1, 1y3. We plotted also the standard
CDM scenario prediction and points inferred by Peacock a
Dodds from galaxy surveys. The top 2wX  1y3 curves
correspond to a 5% transfer into CDM, and a 20% trans
into baryons (top).
681
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the baryon and CDM fluid. The main problem with string
in an V  1, Vb  0.05, VL  0 CDM universe is that
the shape ofPskd never seems to match observations. Th
may not be the case with other cosmological parameter

We performed a large number of checks on our resu
We found fast convergence with the box size. The COB
normalizedC, vary by less than2% as we go from1283 to
2563, and by less than a percent from2563 to 4503. The
normalization itself varies significantly.Gm decreases by
25% as we go from1283 to 2563, but hardly changes
from 2563 to 4503. For a2563 box a COBE normalization
at ,  5 producesGm ø 1.0 3 1026 (with wX  1y3).
Because of the large tilt this normalization change
considerably with the value of, where the fit is made.
The COBE normalized LSS power spectrum changes
less than a percent with the box size. We also check
that different discretizations applied tokt led to different
eigenmode expansions, but the same final answer.

The results we have obtained are consistent with p
vious arguments on scalar, vector, and tensor modes
defect theories. In [14] rigorous arguments on the r
tios jQSj2:jQV j2:jQT j2 for modes atkt ø 0 were de-
rived. It was then shown how these translated into rati
CS

, :CV
, :CT

, , under certain conditions. Two of the condi
tions were the subdominance of modes inside the horiz
(kt . 5), and that anisotropic stresses should have a sim
lar amplitude to the energy density. As we have point
out, local strings violate both these conditions. Henc
although we have observed the predicted ratios for t
anisotropic stresses, the argument need not apply toC,.
We also checked our CMB code by using the UETCs
[2] as sources, and were able to reproduce the results.
conclusion is that the CMB and LSS predictions for lo
cal strings and global defects are different because th
UETCs are indeed qualitatively different.

If we take wX ø 1y3 our results are close to those o
[4] (a bias at100h21 Mpc of 4.9 instead of 5.4; a higher
Doppler peak). In [4] the defect energy-momentum te
sor is modeled as a gas of randomly oriented straig
string segments, with random velocities, whose length a
number density depend on time in the correct way
obtain scaling. In [6] we develop further this analyti
cal model and show how the original model may mis
some key features found in simulations. Also in [4] th
extra energy-conserving fluid is relativistic and noninte
acting. We stress that the results in [3] assume a rather
ferent background cosmology (H0  80 km sec21 Mpc21

andVb  0.02).
In summary, we have computed the CMB and LS

power spectra for local cosmic strings, using extensive fl
space string simulations to model the sources. We ha
explored the consequences of relaxing previous assum
tions about the decay products of the strings. We fi
that the100h21 Mpc bias problem and the absence of
Doppler peak, thought to be generic features of defec
may not be as severe for local strings as they are for glo
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defects. It appears that CMB and LSS power spectra
pend on the details of the defect considered, and more
riously in the case of local strings, on the physics of th
transfer of energy and momentum to matter and radiati
In an Einstein-de Sitter CDM Universe, withVb  0.05
andH0  50 km s21 Mpc21, the shape of the CDM power
spectrum cannot be made to fit the data [8] even with o
relaxed assumptions. Other cosmological parameters
main to be explored [6].
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